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Thorek Lectures To MCG 
On February 8, the annual AOA 

lecture was given by Dr Philip 
Thorek. Taking "Jaundice" as his 
subject, this distinguished gentle-
man gave one of the most informa-
tive and the most enjoyable lectures 
we have been priviledged to attend. 
The dissertation was simple yet 
comprehensive, and humorous to 
the point of hilarity Although a 
surgeon himself, he made sever~l 
references to some inembers of tl11s 
profession as "microcephalics who 
make microincisions" and use 
"suture strong enough to hold down 
the prepuce of a rhinoceros" Dr 
Thorek, at the beginning of the 
lecture, stated that " the 
would .absorb only as much 
seat would endure" and limited his 
talk to one hour 

His list of achievements is indeed 
impressive. Author of Anatomy In 
Surgery, Dr Thorek is Surgeon-in-
Chief of the American Hospital 
Clinical Associate Professor of 
Surgery at the University of Illinois 
College of Medicine, and Associate 
Professor of Surgery at the Cook 
County Graduate School of Med-
icine. 

PHI D.E.'s THROW CORNERSTONE 
CAMPUS PARTY 

Following the lecture, AOA held 
its banquet at the Richmond Hotel. 
Approximately 54 members were 
present to see the new members 
initiated. Undergraduates initiated 
were Seniors Jim Adams, Jerry 
Caplan, Charles Hatcher John 
Heng, Dempsey Guillebeau, and 
George Mims as well as Juniors 
Lane Reeves, Tom Montgomery 
Jim Burnham, and Billy Hegler 
Graduates initiated were Drs. R. 
B. Greenblatt, Harry O'Rear ancl. 
A. P Briggs. 

Officers for the coming year ard 
Pres., Jim, Burnham Veep, Ton~ 

Montgomery Sect.-Treas., Billy 
Hegler and Program Chairman 
Lane Reeves. 

MCG DOCTORS TO 
PARTICIPATE IN LOCAL 

MEDICAL SEMINARS 

Many jolly folks gathered .at the 
Bon Air Hotel Saturday night, 
February 20th, to party at the 
campus-wide afr.air sponsored by 
the Phi D.E. fraternity Puddles of 
P J were conveniently scattered 
over the floor for Bacchus boys , 
and the local swells swayed to the 
music of Eldon Jones ' band. 

Happy and thoroughly inebriated 
people adjourned at 12 30 A.M. for 
the Phi Chi house, where the 
remnants of the P.J. , set-ups, band, 
and individual morality gathered to 
exhaust themselves. Thanks go to 
the Phi D. E.'s for a fine affair 

DR. PUND ADDRESSES 
MEDICAL ASSEMBLY 

Dr Edgar R. Pund, MCG pres-
ident, and other leading physicians 
from over the nation presented 
talks before the Atlanta Graduate 
Medical Assembly at its annual 
meeting in Atlanta at the Biltmore 
Hotel Feb. 22-24. 

Highlighting the program were 
symposia on gastro-enterology car-
diology isotopes , obstetrics and 
gynecology 

The Richmond County Medical Feb: 26 at Bell Auditorium:. The 
Society arid The Augu.sta Chronicle panel of medical experts was to in-
.are jointly sponsoring a series of elude Dr V P SydenstriCker Dr 
medical seminars open to the pub- Harry T Harper Jr., Dr Robert 
lie with the objective of increasing Ellison, Dr David R. Thomas, Jr ., 
the health knowledge of citizens. and Dr W E. Hamilton, Sr The 

The initial forum- on hear t dis- first session was to be modetated 
eases- was scheduled for Sunday (Continµed on P age Three ) 

PLACED FOR NEW 
STATE HOSPITAL 

Gov Herman Talmadge said early 
this month that when the Eugene 
Talmadge Memorial Hospital is 
completed, Georgia will become the 
medical capital of the Southeast. 

The governor spoke at ceremon-
ies laying the cornerstone for the 
new $15,0,00,000 structure which is 
now well underway 

"The new structure will fill three 
long-recognized needs in the state 
medical picture," .according to the 
governor 

" It will provide 
"l. Care for the state's indigent 

sick. 
"2. One of the most modern and 

complete cancer detection and treat-
ment centers in the nation, and, 

"3 . Facilities for expanding the 
medical college so that it can grad-
uate 100, doctors per ye.ar instead 
of 80 at the present time." 

Gov Talmadge said that the new 
state hospit·al ~ coupled with the 
hospitals and health centers now 
being built all over the state, 
would give Georgians medical care 
second to none in the nation. 

The cornerstone-laying ceremon-
ies were prehided over by Dr L1ee 
Rogers, chairman of the State 
Board of Health, who introduced 
the governor The program was 
under the auspices and direction 
of the Grand Masonic Lodge of 
Georgia. 

M. C. G. ARTISTS 
TO HAVE AIRING 

With .a great deal of talent, ex-
pressed and hidden, around the Col-
lege, there will come a time in the 
Spring for these extra-curricular 
artists, photographers, and handi-
craftsmen to display their abilities. 
The Cadaver is planning to spon-
sor .a showing during the coming 
trimester that will feature the un-
told, unsung works of talented 
hobby-ests. It is hoped that stu-

'' dents, faculty and other persons 
directly connected with the M.C.G. 
will push aside their shyness and 
bring some of their hidden abilities 
to the light, and de-light of all the 
M.C.G. 

On your wall, in your snap-shot 
book, or even stashed away in the 
closet, m.ay be a piece of your 
handi-work that bears bringing to 
the eyes of others and what's 
more, you might win a prize for 
having done so li you have done 
some water colors or oils, or 
pieces of sculpture, a salon print 
photo, or an extra-good snapshot, 
or even .a model, or what-have you 

something that you have en-
joyed doing and think worthy of 
showing in this Arts and Handi-
crafts Show you can enter your 
M agnum opus and perhaps win. 

Many M.C.G. personalities are 
expected to participate. You might 
be surprised to see how versatile 
and competent others around you 
~'eally are! The theme for the 
showing will be "With These 
Hands " Conveying the idea of 
thinking, working and relaxing 
through the use of one's hands. 
Items made especially for the 
showing, with this theme, will re-
ceive special mention. 

Don' t hesitate, or just wait 
around to see if someone else will 
jump in before you do drop a 
card with your name .and what you 
would like to bring to the showing 
in the Cadaver Box, or call Charley 
Ray You may enter as many 
divisions as you like. 

Names of exhibitors will be pub-
lished in each issue of the Cadaver 
until the showing. To date the list 
includes Dr 0. A. P.arkes, wash 
and pen ink Mr Jack Wood, salon 
prints Dr Sam Singal, oils and 
sculpture Dr Edgar Pund, oils , 
Dr. Lester Bowles, scultpure Dr. 
Lane Allen, sculpture Dr W S. 
Flanagin, model railroads Dr A. 

(Continued on P age Three 
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work, as well as all of the obstetri-
cal work, clinic, inside OB, and 
stork club. This would eliminate 

Published monthly by and for the 
students , nurses, and doctors as-
sociated with the Medical College 
of Georgia. 

cases it is necessary to actually 
neglect school work in order to 
serve MCG. With many students 
working, the burden could be more 
evenly distributed and no phase 
of the physician's training need be 
neglected. 

It is with this in mind that the 
Cadaver is attempting to pron10te 
service to MCG. We hope that the 
idea of added recognition will stim-

In the previous issue of the the present distressing situation of 
Cadaver there appeared an. article having as much as three weeks 
entitled "Time for a Change" Now time taken away from the medicine 
more than ever we begin to realize quarter to devote to outside ob-
that necessity as we see some of stetrics. We do not mean by this 
the glaring defects in the cur- that outside obstetrics is not a 
riculum as it now stands. worthwhile part of the curriculum. 

Editor __________________________ ____ Earle Lewis ulate students to activity and, just 
Man.aging Editor. ... George Sessions as important, we feel that those 
Business Manager .... Calvin Thrash who have served well should be 
Circulation Manager__ ____ Alva Mayes I recognized and appreciation ex-
News Editor ________________ Harvey Beall {pressed for work well done. 
Features Editor __________ Jerry Caplan 
Sports Editor ________________ Ji~n Shanks AN OLD CURRICULUM 
Cartoonists ______________________ Dick Myers 

Steve Shapiro FOR M C G 

Dr H . B. O'Rear has written a On the contrary it is exceedingly 
most informative discussion on the important and its absence would 
evils of the present curriculum be a catastrophe however it is 
and has proposed some concrete grossly unfair to the student, as 
methods to alleviate the situation. well as to the medicine department, 
If you have not read this article we to have to sacrifice one for the 
certainly want to recommend it to other If a specialities block, in-
your .attention. We heartily en- eluding four to five weeks for ob-
dorse his ideas and would like to stetrics, its lectures, clinics, and 
add a few of our own. ward work could be set up, then we 

NEWS AND BUSINESS I I I It has been said and reiterated think much would be accomplished. 
Bill Bradley Benton Bridges, Wes 
Herndon, Don O'Rouke, Bill North, 
Julian Sizenwre, Harry Foster 

that the student is utterly incapable Likewise, the medicine biock 

FEATURES 
Jim Adams, Charlie Ray Marvin 

The purpose of this series of of appraising what he is to be could include all of the medical 
articles is to acquaint the reader taught. Perhaps it is being pre- subspecialities with their lectures, 
with courses .as they should be de- sumptive on our part but we wish etc., and thus not burden the stu-
scribed in the catalogue. BIO- to take issue with this statement. dent on surgery with this extra 
CHEMISTRY Albeit that we may not as yet be lo.ad. Since the student will put 

Zimmerman R Webb Courses in the ballet, music ap- able to see the aims of medical most of his time on the courses re-
Photographer.. __________________ ay preciation, piddling and shorthand education as a whole with its prop- lated to the specialty his quarter 

are prerequisites. er distribution of classroom time, embraces, the other lecture- only 

EDITORIAL Biochemistry 101. The first part we certainly think it is .an insult courses are woefully neglected and 
of this course is wasted in the to our judgment to imply that we it is he who suffers. 
study of the chemical composition don't realize when we are not get- The time definitely has come for 

The Cadaver staff has just an-
nounced their sponsorship of a 
yearly a ward to be given to the 
student who, in the opinion of a 
committee composed of the heads 
of all extra -curricular non-social 

and the obscure reactions of fats, ting what we should. a more reasonable approach to the 
carbohydrates, .and proteins. The We are happy to know that Dr ever expanding number of special-
latter part of the course is taken O'Rear as well as other faculty ities and its relation to medical 
up with those phases of metabolism members, lends a sympathetic ear school curriculum. Those in charge 
which could not be related chem- to the student's plight. It is of of such things, we ask you what 
ically or otherwise used. A large interest to note that his first sug- is the answer? 

fraternal organizations on campus, 
has contributed more by his efforts 
to the betterment of the Medical 
College of Georgia. In the opinion 
of this writer it is a decision well 
made. 

part of the laboratory period is gestion calls for the reduction in 
spent in lea rning the care and feed- the number of didactic courses. 
ing of white rats. Students in Although many of those courses 
Biochemistry can be recognized by overlap in subject material, each 
the large brown bottles they carry one is presented from a different 
To teach this course the college viewpoint, no matter how slight the 
has secured three outstanding bio- divergence of opinions, thus making 

For some time, many of the chemists. Heading the department that course a separate entity As 
Cadaver staff have been disturbed is Dr A. Pee Briggs, the man who a result, the student must spend 
over .an apparent lack of interest thoroughly debunked the heroic many hours to prepare for each 
by most members of the student pretensions of ammonia in saving one of these separate courses in 
body in the few extra-curricular sodium by proving it was just pull- order to do justice to it, and the 
activities that exist at MCG. In ed out at the last moment because fact that the day is limited to 
spite of large mast-heads the the acid was getting too hot in twenty-four hours does not help the 
Cadaver is put out almost exclusive- the tubule. Dr Briggs has spent matter nor does it allow for suf-
ly by an interested two or three much time in Squeaky's research ficient time to clinical work. In 
the Aesculapian has only a very center increasing his output. Next the words of Dr Bill Boyd, the 
small working staff; the work of is Dr William K. (Lipid gut) Hall student has recourse to one of 
the IFC and the other organizations who outstanding work of nutrition three things (1) Try to study 
likewise is contributed to by a few is self evident. Dr Hall recently everything and become frustrated , 
Unfortunately it is usually the stimulated his class by saying, (2) Try to pick out the most im-
same group who do the work in "Buffer pa irs are called buffer portant and ignore the rest or (3) 
almost all the activities. A dis- pairs because they appear in pairs Become disgusted at the futility of 
proportionately large burden is ge- and are used in pairs," or some- it .all and study nothing. This per-
ing carried by a disproportionately thisg like that. Last is the noted haps best summarizes the dilemma. 
small number chemist and local culture kid, S. A. Surely no one wants to fall into the 

ORTS 
Some of the recent additions to 

the shelves of the library· are well 
worth mentioning. These include 
the following Adler Physiology 
of the Eye. Second Ed., 1953. Craig 
and Faust Clinical Parasitology, 
Fifth Ed., 1951. Marsell Anat0111 
of the Nervous System, Second Ed., 
1951. Moore Statistics for Meclicai 
Students and Investigators in Clin-
ical ond Biological Science, 1951. 
Pitkin Conduction Anesthesia. Sec-
ond Ed., 1953. Stitt Practical Bac-
teriology Hematology and Par-
asitology 10th Eld., 1948. Wolff: 
Anatomy of the Eye .and Orbit. 
Third Edition, 1951. 

In addition Circulati on has pub-
lished articles by two members of 
our teaching staff. The latest is-
sue (February 1954) has an article 
entitled. Mechanical Description of 
the Vector Cardiogram, by Dr A. 
Calhoun Witham and Dr William 

In spite of .any sophisticated at- (bird ankles) Singal, who lost his first or third category so why can't 
tempts of denial, service is one of train of thought two years ago look- our problem be made easier by 
the basic pillars of the medical pro- ing at a swinging ankle and hasn't eliminating that which of necessity 
fession and should certainly be a stopped thinking about it yet. In we would have to ignore and com- F Hamilton. An earlier issue of 
motivating factor in the decision an outstanding research problem bining .and emphasizing the proper the same journal (October 1953) 
to study medicine. Service to the just completed last year Dr Singal diet for' our consumption? contains the text of Dr Hamilton's 

bl . d · th f · Lewis A. Connor Memorial Lecture. pu ic an service to e pro ess1on determined that if 3·00 white rats Ai1othei· proble111 of equ.al · im- "The Physiology of the Cardiac must begin in medical school. To feel for three years on special high portance is that of competing for Output." 
serve the public, the student must protein, high carbohydrate, and our time for clinical work. In 
make every attempt in the course high fat diets, they'll eat a hell of ordeir to solve this problem we Another new clinical journal has 
of his training to become as com- a lot of food. should like to suggest a "block sys- started publication this month. 
petent .a physician as possible to First year second trimester nine tem" similar to that in some other This is "Pediatric Olinics of North 
serve his profession, he must , hours a week, third trimester schools. This calls for a rotation America," which is published by 
utilize a part of his free time in fifteen hours .a week. on the various services somewhat the Saunders Company and is to 
furthering those projects which his like that now in effect with the all- be patterned after its medical and 
Alma Mater supports. It is Tealized important exception that when the surgical clinics. Volume I, No. 1 
that there is relatively little oppor- Stolen from Parts Pups student is on the surgery block he will be out soon. 
tunity in _ whfoh to participate in Of Kinsey the women were chary takes all his surgical work, its 
extra.-curricli.lar activfties ; but there The answers they gave him did subspecialties, didactic work, etc; 
should be a happy medium in which vary and when on medicine his time is 
some time can be devoted to ser- What they gave him he took entirely consumed with medicine, 
vice. Certainly those few students And filled a whole book and so forth. The specialties block, 
who do participate have no more What they didn't would fill a to include pediatrics and OB should 
time than the others- in many library allow time for lecture and ward 

Earle Which would you r~ther 
be- an egg or a golf ball? 

Paul. Well, I guess I'd rather be 
.a golf ball. 

Earl· Oh, I see- you'd rather be 
played with . 
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MELVIN DOOD IT! HAVE YOU HEARD! SPOR TS J 0 KE S 
Have you heard? 

From those who have trod the that they've started a "Cys- The Medical College of Georgia A pair of very gay fellows who 
been living together in con-

jugal bliss for some time, decided 
that they just couldn't stand being 
with each other any more. So they 
.agreed to split their household pos-
sessions and go on their own ways. 

hallowed halls of the Medical Col- tocoele" and a "Johnny" Club at basketball team is about to wind had 
lege of Georgia have come many the Stork Club? up another successful season of 
contributions to the healing art that Dr Shannon Gallagher play in the Augusta City League. 
however if these accomplishments will be full time next year- a To date they have a 0.500 record, 
were listed in the order of their mighty good decision! having won five and lost five. This 
greatness by an all-seeing observer that Russians don't wear is not bad considering the fact that 
beside the number one spot would bras because they suppress the all of their opponents get in plenty 
be only a blank space. For one of masses (how corny can you get?) of practice, whereas the med stu-
the least known facts of the history Benny Pike's new nickname- dents lack the time and place to 
of MCG is that here, on this esteem- "Lues"- because he's a great imi- polish their game. We believe that 
ed campus in Augusta, the Garden ta tor- such a bum! a school gymnasium would solve 
City of the South, was discovered, that the surgery department part of the problem and give all 
and lost, one of the most elusive of is again treating students as if they of the students a chance to enjoy 
all cures a cure for the com- were almost human, which every- some form of recreation. It is our 
mon cold. This fact is held within one of course knows is not true. understanding that the past and 
the brain of one man, who has been what a terrific job Dr Pund present adminfatrations have had 
pushed from his deserved grea tness and the other members of the ad- this idea in mind for some time. In 
by the fickle hand of fate on one ministration are doing toward im- this era of building a new MCG we 
occasion, and has never see fit to proving MCG, with an eye toward sincerely hope tha t the Board of 
bestow his finds on humanity again. m.'lking it one of the nation's real Regents will see fit to provide us 

The events leading up to this medical centers. with a gymnasium. 
momentous medical find began on a that a landslide is just a Coming back to the basketball 
w.arm September day in 1939, when mounta in getting its rocks off. team, since our last report six 
a young rosy-cheeked youth, A. Mel- games have been played in Chafee 
vin Taitz, came to Augusta to be- MCG DOCTORS gym with the board showing two 
gin his medical training. Quickly victories and four defeats. The 
he became oriented to minimum (Continued from Page One) Medics downed the Griffin Sham-
study habits, and his rosiness was by Dr J Dewey Gray rocks 45-35 and Friedman's 49-47 
replaced by a cadaverous greyness. The panel on heart disease will the latter one of the most thrilling 
But the burning inspiration from be followed by a second dealing contests of the '54 season. Losses 

But in divying their wordly treas-
ures they hit a snag. Each claimed 
ownership of a certain chartreuse 
neck tie. 

"Now stop this arguing at once!" 
said one fellow "I'm simply bush-
ed after all our other quarreling 
and now you add to my fatigue by 
saying this is your tie. You're im-
possible." 

"Well pooh, pooh!" said the 
other "As if you have a priority 
on being tired! Why how do you 
think I feel after all we've meant 
to each other? So cut it out- and 
give me back my tie." 

"I won' t , I won't!" was the reply 
and so on for hours. 

Finally one broke. "Oh damn, 
all right. If you want to be me.an 
and spiteful about it, I don't care. 
Take that wretched old tie. And 
you know what you can do with it." 

Then came the coy reply " Oh, so 
having seen Lionel Barrymore's with pediatrics and scheduled for were to the Draftees 52-58, Bowen 

B now you want to make up!" 
splendid s i 1 v er screen scalpel March 28. A third has been set rothers 45-48, Knights of Colum-
swipes was not at all diminished. for April 25 and will deal with va- bus 33-61, and Cities Service 38-49. 
So he worked on. rious aspects of cancer Leading the individual scorers is 

Freshman year passed without a the freshman sensation from Rock-
trace of his medical genius corning MCG ARTISTS I mart, Seab McGarity His all-
to the fore, but a hint of Melvin's (Continued from Page One) around play and shooting .ability 
greatness was revealed when he have made him one of the biggest 
gave to the world his boon to n.avi- Calhoun .. Witham, photography of drawing cards in the City League. 
gators, an instrument which he de- the faculty contacted so far Of Bo McNair Clyde Harrison , and 
veloped from sprung thumb forceps the students contacted Al Bowers, Bo Bo Arnall continue to offer 
during the moments his less artful photography Charley Ray oils and plenty of support. Through the 
classmates d e v o t e cl to coffee sculpture Bill McKinzie, sculpture; first ten games here are the point 
breaks. This instrument was one Calvin Thrash, photography Mar- totals 
similar to a compass, differing only tin Alperin, photography Steve McGarity .................. .. ...... 124 
in that it didn't point always to the Shapiifio.. Charcoals Dick Myers, McNair .............................. 89 
north, but instead in any direction pen and ink Pat ~reeks, water Harrison .. .. ...... .. ...... .......... 69 
it damn pleased. The innovation colors Bill Hagler photography Arnall ................................ 53 
was proudly named after its youth- weensiest alveola and twelve Grantham ·······················-·· 26 
ful devisor and so called the Taitz. times he repaired the cuttings with I .Anderson ························--25 
You must have heard the testimon- snappy suturing. Then each patient · Kelly ----·- ················· 18 
ials which h ave arisen on its use, was deposited at the place he would Jones --·-······························ 17 
"He who has a Taitz is lost." last remember Each was now im- Wells ·································· 6 

Well to get back to the story mune to future colds, but could Sheehan ···························- 5 
soon after Melvin began his sopho- little know of his blessing, or even Springtime is almost upon us and 
more year IT happened. As he of his benefactor The night's toil with it comes the softball season. 
sat staring at his Pathology text, was satisfying to Melvin, but be- We have heard many students 
he thought, "What causes colds? cause of the long hours and tremen- around the campus express .a de· 
Let's see, if you have .a cold you dous pressure, it was a tired, hag- sire to participate in an intramural 
sneeze. A sneeze is caused by ir- gard Melvin who staggered into softball program sirniliar to the 
ritation of the respiratory ep- class- ten minutes late. football plan now in operation. It 
ithelium. No respiratory epithel- Undaunted, Melvin approached is our hope that the lFC will see 
iurn, no cold. Eureeka but I'll the professor to explain his tardi- fit to schedule such a program this 
need proof." Proof he got. ness and revea l his monumental Spring. Also, since most of the 

For the next week, Melvin made achievements. But, alas and alack, fraternities are equipped for table 
a check list of everyone who bought Melvin didn't know that the good tennis. why not a ping pong tour-
Kleenex from the nearby emporia doctor had just invested his life nament to provide some of the com-
then he prepared to work. On the savings into Myth Brothers Cough petitive sportsmanship so necessary 
fateful evening he selected the fate- Drops stock. Melvin was made to for modern living? 
ful dozen from the check list and turn in his SAMA membership card 
.abducted each using Marnma Mary's and autographed edition of Kelly 's 
Mickey Finn Pills. The wind Sex Manual, then drummed out of 
howled and the rain poured outside, school for what the doting, schem-
but in his little room Melvin work· ing professor called "chronic chron-
ed long into the night until every oillogicality" 

Clerk (to young lady) "Awfully 
sorry ma'am, but this bill is coun-
terfeit. " 

Young lady "Dammit, I've been 
seduced." 

The Mexican boy was telling his 
pals about the wonderful vacation 
he and his family had just com-
pleted in the United States. 

"Eet ees wan won'erful country " 
he exclaimed. ' 'Nowhere else in 
the wor'l eez a stranger treated so 
fine . You walk along the streets 
an' you meet a fellow with nice 
clothes and plenty pesos. He tips 
h·eez hat an smiles at you an' you 
talk together He invites you into 
heez beeg car an shows you the 
town. He buys you a fine dinner 
an' takes you to the theater You 
have more fine food and plenty 
drinks. Then he invites you to 
heez house and you sleep nice all 
night. Next morning 

"Wait, Ricardo," a listener said. 
"Deed thees really happen to you?" 

"No, muchacho, but eet happen 
to my seester " 

It was in the local lovers' lane 
and the moon was shining. The 
guy convinced the girl they should 
get underneath his car Ten minutes 
later a cop appeared with billy club 
in hand and s.aid, "What's going on 
here?" 

The guy said, "I'm fixing my car 
officer " 

"Oh are you naw? said Nick Nite-
stick. Well sonny I can give you 
three good reasons why you're NOT 
fixing your car First of all, when 
you fix a car your body faces the 
bottom of the car not the ground. 
Second of all, you don't fix the car 
with your pants rolled down to 
your ankles. And finally- some-
body just stole your car " 

C: . ___ ........... -. ___ g ___ I,..._ ... " .. "'·- ·,...., __ .._,...~ .. , .. "-_ • ...--..... 

muscle in his body begged for rest. Melvin never gave the world an-
Twelve times he incised from the other chance to benefit from his 
nose, to the chin, to the sternum, genius, but instead sought ven-
to the right shoulder to the left geance on the profession that scorn-
shoulder, to the navel and then eel him. Melvin's genius was most 
back up again. Twelve times he adequate in finding that vengeance, 
reflected the resulting flaps. Twelve for today Melvin laughs .at all I 
times he slit the nasal lining, the doctors as he authors "author- MEN'S SHOP 
epiglottis, the trachea, the bronchia, 

1 

itative" medical articles for th e Authentic ESQUIRE STORE 
and so on downward to the t eensy- Reade~s Dige t . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J 
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AROUND THE TOWN 
I awoke bright and early one Sat-

urday morning about ten a . m. It 
was a beautiful day just like the 
ones Ike has sent down when he 
wants to play golf. The sun shined 
brightly thru the window on the 
clean white sheets I had just re-
ceived from the Stark Empire, 
their downy whiteness reminding 
me of the faultless service of this 
fine laundry Rolling over in bed, 
I gently nudged my secretary 
whom, I laughingly call "the wreck-
er" and gave my usual morning 
orders. Finishing this I said, "Call 
up Bill Boyd down at the medical 
school and tell him to drop his 
talking machine by my room and I 
will listen to his lecture in my 
spare time." 

Then sliding -reluctantly from my 
soft bed, bought from Haverty's-
Augusta's finest furniture store, I 
removed my silk pajamas from Cul-
lum's, you know that fine store right 
next to the Miller Theater .and put 
on a fine Arrow shirt from Leon 
Simon's and a comfortable pair of 
the latest slacks from Frank Ren-
ick's. Getting into my convertible 
I began to drive down Central 
Avenue to spend a little time 
searching out cat houses for the 
Humane Society As I rounded the 
greater curvature of Central Avenue 
just lateral to the school zone sign. 
I first noticed that my car wa s act-
ing puny this morning. Stopping at 
Ray Lackman's right in the middle 
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COMPLETE H OME 
FURNISHI NGS 

a t a min imum of cost 
to you! 

719 Broad Street 

Phone 2-4678 
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of Central Avenue I presented my drifted dreamily from over the Heard in clinic "Why didn't I 
automotive problems to Ray for voice box. Inspired by the sur·1 shoot that mouse when he jumped 
diagnosis .and therapy He fixed me Toundings, I reached out and ran out of my cook stove? I'll tell you 
up in no time and after saying my fingers thru the soft bla ck hair why podner- he was out of my 
"charge it" I navigated with new of the girl beside me and as her range." 
vigor to the Lakeview Pharmacy lips touched mine, someone said, 
Augusta's only all night drugstore "If there are no further questions Little Boy "Da ddy get me a 
for a tall frosty glass of Sancken's the discussion on this week's C. P. drink of water " 
milk. Then I wandered casually C. is finished. Will someone wake Daddy "Just a minute, son." 
down to Mark's Surgical Supply to up that fool on the back row before Little Boy (after short wait) 
ogle at the shiny instruments and he chokes himself with that pearl Daddy please get me a drink of 
marvel at the easy credit there. No book. water!" 
finance company ever gave you a Daddy "Just a minute, son- just 
deal like that. Next up to the foot Miss Cum bus "Are you a natural a minute! ,, 
end of Gwinnett Street for a de- born citizen of the United States?" Boy (after another short wait) 
licious seafood platter at the Vars- Butterworth "Naw- Caesarean." "Daddy if you'll get me .a drink of 
ity Drive Inn. For the afternoon I water I ' ll shake the bed for 
looked thru the new spring clothes There was a young fellow named Mamma." 
at F E. Ferris and ordered a few Sidney 
dozen of the best selections sent up Who drank 'til he ruined his 
my way Then a good movie to fill kidney RAY LACKMAN the .afternoon of a typical day For- It shriveled and shrank, 
saking the finery of the Miller I "While he sat there and drank, 
saw a double feature presentation But he had a good time of it, 

SERVICE STATION 
iH the Modjeska, Jane Russell in didney? Druid Park & Central Ave. 
" Up Front" and Terry Moore in 
"Expose In Ermine" 

Then as the last faint rays of 
daylight sank behind the hill I 
picked up my secreta ry to dictate 
plans for the evening. We rode up 
to "Squeaky's" Tip Top Grill and 
over a foaming milk shake made 
with Sancken's milk and ice cream 

Two girls met for lunch one day 
and were discussing their marria:ge 
prospects. "I hear your boy friend 
graduates from medical school in 
June. I guess you'll get married 
then ." 

"Oh, no, not right away" answer-
ed the other "I want him to pr.ac-

WASHING, LUBRICATI N G 
TIRES AND 

ACCESS O RIES 

"Adequate Therapy 

for Automobile Pat~o ogy" 

ROA D SERVICE P hone 3-7471 

I gazed fondly at her long black tice about a year first. " 
hair falling softly into her milk. 

1 

Then to conclude the evening, we 
rode thru the g.athering gloom of 
twiEght a cros,s the Fifth &treet 
bridge and out the superhighway 
to the Cloverleaf Drive-In Theatre. 
Darkness had descended over all 
the land and soothing· commercials 
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